
Derivational Valency 
and Potential of Combining 

Forms in Present-Day 
English Word-Building

The present article aims at outlining the area of new
coinages formed by means of so-called combining

forms with the view of disclosing the part that they play in the
system of modern English  word-formation. It is noteworthy
that notwithstanding the growing interest in linguistic units
generally known as “combining forms” and the  rapid
proliferation of words coined with the help of such elements
in the last three decades, linguists hold rather divergent views
upon the status and nature of the units in question. Thus, some
scholars treat them as semi-affixes, i.e. derivational
morphemes similar to prefixes and suffixes (Arnold I.V.,
1973; Ginzburg R.S. et al., 1979; Marchand H., 1969), 

whereas others  argue that these units are" bound morphemes of a special kind called 
“combining forms” (Bauer L., 1983, Nurnberg M. and Rosenblaum M., 1968).  

That is the reason why the present paper does not focus on the theoretical aspects of"
this complex problem, but attempts at a lexicographic description of combining forms"
by relying on dictionaries of neologisms in which they are unambiguously referred to as"
combining forms (further – CF’s). 

As a matter of fact, our research is fully based on the data provided by the two"
editions of the Oxford Dictionary of New Words, 1991 and 1997 respectively, in addition"
to some data extracted from the New English-Russian Dictionary compiled by"
Yu.Apresyan. The total number of CF’s under study amounts to 29 entries: -Aid, -babble, 
bio-, -core, cryo-, cyber-, dino-, docu-, e-, eco-, electro-, Euro-, -free, -friendly, -gate, 
info-, immuno-, -line, nano-, nega-,  -nomics, of-, -on-demand, -rage, -size, tele-, über-, 
-ware, -watch.

Obviously, the selected CF’s are far from being homogeneous, but make a rather"
varied group differing in their position within a word, semantic loading, origin, lexico-
grammatical valency, derivational potency and some other respects.

 To begin with, according to their position with regard to the root morpheme, the CF’s"
can be conventionally divided into those which are characterized by a fixed position in
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